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Imagine someone who is mentally insane, and the essence of their insanity is that 
they can't tell the difference between their own body and someone else's.  When 
they get mad, they punch the guy in the mirror and then wonder why it hurts so 
bad.  Then they get even angrier, and punch "him" again, and wind up on the floor in
the bathroom with a concussion several hours later, with no idea what happened or 
how. 

That's how some patriots are reacting to the news that the federal government is 
just a governmental services corporation in the business of providing us with 
essential government services (Article IV).  They can't quite wrap their heads around
it, even though it has been hidden in plain view for over two hundred years--- and 
they continue to be confused about who is who.  They get angry at the federal 
government and its "federated state" franchises which are part of the federal 
corporation---and they bash themselves and other patriots by mistake.

They don't know who they are, so they don't recognize who anyone else is, either. 
Like the insane man, they start making assumptions and punching away, with much 
the same result.

There is no New Republic.  There is just another Rothschild-funded services 
corporation operating under a new name.  I wish I could say that it was under totally
new management, but it isn't.  And no, it is not our government.  It is not and it 
never was.

It's their government--- a foreign government belonging to and operated by 
foreigners in our midst---- foreigners who are merely under contract to provide us 
and our states with stipulated services.  If we don't like the service, we have to 
stand up and identify ourselves as non-citizen American State Nationals, stop voting 
in their elections, stop using their private corporate laws known as codes and 
statutes, and stop allowing them to presume that we are "citizens" owing our service
and allegiance to their Queen and their municipal corporations.

Let's get the basics down.  The federal government operates out of the District of 
Columbia which belongs to all states and to no states.  It is its own turf and has its 
own laws.  Inside this is District is the Municipality of Washington, DC, which 
operates as an international city-state.  It is also its own turf and operates under its 
own laws. 



And both of these foreign entities with their foreign governments are perched on 
land that was provided to them by Virginia and Maryland as part of the peace 
treaties and other agreements coming out of the Revolutionary War.  The Congress 
acting as a corporate Board of Directors operates the affairs of the District of 
Columbia as a democracy (which is completely foreign to the republican form of 
government the states and people owe themselves) and also operates the municipal 
government of Washington, DC, as an oligarchy. 

These are both foreign nations and foreign governments co-existing on our soil.

The government of the District of Columbia has operated as a corporation known as 
the "United States of America" since the Civil War.  The government of Washington, 
DC, has operated as another corporation doing business as the "United States" but 
actually formed as the "District of Columbia Municipal Corporation".

These two corporations have franchises that they operate in both the names of the 
people and the states.

They have been used to fight each other in commercial wars over the past century 
and a half ----wars in which we and our actual states are naturally non-combatant 
Third Parties. 

Unfortunately, we have been deliberately mischaracterized and mistaken as 
combatants in these "wars"--- as if we knew a thing about these corporations and 
their various mergers, bankruptcies, attempted takeovers. etc., and chose to be 
actively involved in their affairs.

Technically, the only job, role, or reason for existence either of these two foreign 
entities have for being here, is to provide "essential government services" under 
Article IV of the actual Constitution ----to your actual states------and only 
secondarily, in a subrogated fashion, to you.

"State of Florida" is a separate and foreign entity from the "Florida State" and the 
municipal version operating as the "STATE OF FLORIDA" is again a separate foreign 
entity apart from either the "State of Florida" or the "Florida State".  These States 
and States of States and Municipal "States" are all as foreign to each other as Spain 
and France and Denmark. 

The United States of America operates under Federal Code.  It's franchises operating
as "States of States" operate under private, copyrighted, corporate state statutes.  
Remember that the word "of" here means "without" so the phrase "State of Florida" 
translates as "the state without Florida". 

The "State of Florida" is not within the Florida State you live in, because it is a 
foreign state populated by British Subjects, operating as a Democracy, co-existing in 
our midst---- supposedly only to serve the actual Florida State and its republic and 
people, but in fact is serving itself at your expense because you have failed to ride 
herd on your own employees.

So it stacks up like this:  United States of America is a corporation operated by 
British Subjects, for the purpose of providing stipulated services to the subscribing 



actual states of the Union.  These British Subjects are called "United States Citizens" 
and they owe their allegiance to the British Crown. 

This corporation has its own internal government, which serves the British Subjects 
and operates as a Democracy and which with respect to us and our states is 
obligated to operate exclusively in international jurisdiction.  Internally, of course, it 
has its own "government" and it also provides governmental services to its own 
citizenry via its network of "states" such as the "State of Florida".

The UNITED STATES, INC., is a doing-business-as name of the old District of 
Columbia Municipal Corporation, another and separate foreign government that 
operates as an oligarchy run by the members of Congress out of the international 
city state known as Washington, DC.  This entity has citizens called "citizens of the 
United States" which are all either "orphans" or corporations of one kind or another: 
JOHN MAYNARD DOE,  JOHN M. DOE,  GENERAL ELECTRIC, INC., STATE OF IOWA, 
etc.

The confusion that results from having all these separate foreign entities and states 
operating under names that are deceptively similar to your own actual nation-states 
and foreign doppleganger "persons" operating under names deceptively similar to 
your own--- is self-interested fraud. None of this chicanery has nothing to do with 
our organic republics governed of the people of this country, yet Americans typically 
can't tell the difference and are left shadow-boxing with unknown opponents or 
bashing each other or bashing ourselves by mistake.  

And if we can't stand on our own two feet and discern the difference between us and 
these British Subjects and these foreign Municipal "CITIZENS" named after us----
how can the rest of the world make heads or tails of it?   It's like the old Laurel and 
Hardy skit---- "Who Is On First?" --- in which the question turns out to be a 
statement, because the man on first base is called "Who". 

People see me, operating under American Common Law as a Justice of the Common 
Law (popularly called a "Judge" by mistake) and under Article X of the actual 
Constitution--- and mistake me as a Bar Attorney acting under admiralty or 
corporate administrative law.  They can't discern the profound difference between 
the two.

They see Americans taking up their rightful role and duty as American State 
Nationals and they continue to presume that these people are "citizens" subject to 
The Constitution in some form, or to the foreign Federal Code as British Subjects or 
municipal "CITIZENS" subject to Municipal Code--- when in fact none of these codes,
rules, private statutes or even constitutions apply to non-citizen State Nationals.

So let's give you, members of the American People, some helpful guidelines and 
pointers to sort through all this corruption.

1. Your rights do not come from any constitution.  They come from Nature and 
Nature's God. 
2. The Constitution exists to define and limit the activities and prevent the over-
reaches of the federal corporation, its corporate officers, their employees and their 
franchises, no matter what name they use.  
3. The Constitution is called "the law of the land" because it is the law that the 
British Subjects operating in the international jurisdiction of the sea must obey when 



they step foot on our soil.  They call it the "law of the land" from their perspective as
foreigners operating in the international jurisdiction of the sea. To us, it's just the 
agreement that our states made to allow these cretins to be here and perform these 
duties.
4. Until and unless we get busy and re-negotiate the actual Constitution through our 
unincorporated states of the Union, these foreigners have work to do and we are not 
in a position to object to their continued operations so long as they abide by the 
rules of the actual Constitution with respect to us and our states and take note that 
no "Successor" organization merely assuming the duties of the federal government 
has a contract beyond a quid pro quo of reasonable payment for reasonable 
stipulated services provided.  
5. You are known as a "non-citizen State National" ---- an Ohioan, Virginian, Texan, 
etc., and you have no obligation to serve any government as a "citizen".  Instead, 
the government has an obligation to serve and protect you-- which is an obligation 
these foreign entities attempt to avoid by mischaracterizing and mis-identifying you 
as a "citizen".   
6. Over time, the foreigners who are supposed to be here helping us by providing us 
"governmental services" in good faith, have usurped upon us and mimicked us so as 
to confuse themselves with us. 
7. They have worked this confusion to their benefit---- used it to access our credit, to
trade upon our good names, to control our commercial operations, dictate our 
foreign trade, and subject us to their rules under false presumptions and false 
pretenses.
8. Most Americans have been "seized upon" while still babies in their cradles by 
undeclared Foreign Agents working for either the foreign United States of America, 
Inc., or the equally foreign municipal government of the UNITED STATES, INC. and 
have been mischaracterized as a "citizens" of one or the other.
9. The word "citizen" means that you serve the government, instead of the 
government serving you.  You are not born as a citizen, but you are converted into 
being a "citizen" by legal chicanery and deceitful undisclosed contracting practices of 
the federal and municipal corporations.  This presumed political status has to be 
objected to and rebutted.

Until you make your political status choices clear and clean, stop taking refuge in 
"The Constitution" --- because until you overcome the presumption that you are a 
"citizen", not a single word of The Constitution applies to you.  On top of that, you 
are not a party to The Constitution---- not directly. 

The only enforcement of The Constitution comes into play when you (1) rebut and 
object to the presumption that you are a "citizen" of the United States in any way 
---and cease operating as one---- stop voting in their foreign elections, stop paying 
their foreign taxes, stop using their foreign laws----- and (2) form your jural 
assemblies as organic communities, counties, and states of the Union and operate 
the land jurisdiction government you are owed.

Which Union? 

The Union of free nation-states formed under the original and never repealed Articles
of Confederation (1781) and again under The Articles of Confederacy (1860).

Any "Union" formed by "federated" State of States franchise corporations following 
the Civil War is nothing more than an association of franchisees seeking commercial 
enrichment, akin to a "union" of oil producing nations or orange growers.



Getting back to our insane man, punching himself in the face----

You, a birthright American State National, are not a "United States Citizen" nor are 
you a municipal "citizen of the United States".  You are naturally a Third Party to all 
these corporate shenanigans and the proliferation of corporate franchise 
dopplegangers --- "persons" ----operated in your name by strangers.

Any and all presumptions that you are a "citizen" belonging to one or the other or 
both of these corporations are foisted off on you almost at birth, and only you can 
stand up and say, "No, not me.  I'm exempt from all your presumptions and 
corporate infighting. I am not a British Subject.  I don't agree to act as a Municipal 
franchise or franchisee. I am owed my self-governing Republic and I claim it and 
operate it as an American State National."

You are not obligated to follow any Federal Code.  You are not bound by any 
federated "State" statute.  You are not a "person"-----that is, an incorporated entity 
merely named after you.  

You are one of the people who are owed every square centimeter of soil and the use 
of every Public Law for your private purposes. 

Recently we've had some more "misunderstandings" within the patriot community 
about who is who and what is what.  We've had people making wrong assumptions 
about the identities and roles of the various parties and given the vast and 
purposeful confusion created by deceptively similar names and years of being 
indoctrinated to assume we are all "citizens" and acting as "persons" this is 
understandable, but cannot be allowed to stand.

The actual Constitution grants the federal corporation exactly nineteen services to 
perform (and this also limits their "State of State" franchises in the same way---the 
parent corporation cannot give authority to its state franchises which it does not 
possess itself) and reserves all other rights, powers, and prerogatives to the states 
and the people under Article X. 

Everything that isn't specifically delegated remains with us and with our states.

When you look at The Constitution with a jaundiced eye, you will see how vast the 
remaining authority and responsibility under Article X is.  You will also see how you, 
as an American State National and your organic state of the Union, hold the ultimate 
power to enforce the limits of the constitutional agreement and put an end to the 
false practices and presumptions which have been employed by foreign 
governmental services corporations against your interests and the interests of your 
organic state of the Union.

Upon your first waking up to the facts, please do not mistakenly continue to presume
that you or anyone else is a "citizen".  Make the opposite presumptions----that most 
of the people you see and interact with are actually  American State Nationals who 
have been bamboozled and railroaded into serving as citizens against their Will and 
without their knowledge or consent.  Flip it all upside down and on its head.

Remember that in an actual Republic, the flow of power is from the bottom up.



All power is vested in the people of this country.  They delegate a little to the county 
governments, which delegate a portion of their responsibility to the state 
governments, which delegate a portion of their power to the federal government.  
Not the other way around.

When the power flows in the opposite direction--- from a few oligarchs vested as 
executive officers and cabinets of experts and politicians--- you should know for sure
that this is NOT your government ---- and other than making sure that the federal 
corporation fulfills its duties and obeys its limits---- it is not your concern, either. 

They are under contract.  They are in fact subcontractors. 

Your only responsibility is to run your own actual organic state government and 
make sure that whoever is running the federal corporation---- be it Trump or Hillary 
or Paul Ryan---- and whatever they are calling themselves this week---- United 
States of America, United States, or New Republic---- they obey the stipulations of 
the actual Constitution and they stop mischaracterizing and creating false legal 
presumptions against their employers: you, your family, your friends, and your 
neighbors.

Hold them feet first to the fire and organize you local communities, unincorporated 
counties and unincorporated states to do it.

Merely changing the management or name of a governmental services corporation 
does little or nothing to address the actual problems and "missing pieces" to this 
puzzle, which all depend ----not on any externality---but on you remembering who 
and what you are, taking up the work before you, and joining with others to get the 
job done.

In order for Checks and Balances to work, there must be American State Nationals 
balancing out the United States Citizens.  There must be actual organic states of the 
Union organized as Jural assemblies and Fiduciary Deputies to hold the federal 
corporation(s) at bay and on task.  There must be actual unincorporated counties to 
support the organic and unincorporated states of the union. 

As American State Nationals you are uniquely responsible for creating, staffing, and 
supporting the Body Politic that actually owns and should be operating the land 
jurisdiction of the United States. It's a job that only you can do and a vision that only
you are heir to: it is called "self-governance".
---------------------------------------
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